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Rolling Thunder Revue: A Bob Dylan Story
by Martin Scorsese (Dir. Martin Scorsese). Documentary. It’s not all true, and, really, what better way
to celebrate and interrogate the mercurial icon that is
Bob Dylan than by near-fully obliterating the line between truth and falsehood? Director Martin Scorsese
primarily utilizes astonishing performance footage
(some of which was cut together into Dylan’s lambasted drama Renaldo and Clara) filmed during the
1975-1976 Rolling Thunder Revue tour, during which
Dylan assumed the persona (the “mask,” he might
say) of a traveling musician/mountebank. But Scorsese also incorporates modern-day interview segments with Dylan and others whose recollections are
often suspect, even though presented as cold, hard
fact. Sharon Stone drops by as “Sharon Stone,” reminiscing about her time as both Dylan groupie and
KISS obsessive. And a certain actor from a certain recurrent Robert Altman project gets to playact his famous failed-politician role one more time. The myriad falsities are treated as givens as opposed to anomalies. (Very 2019.) If there’s any truth to be gleaned
it’s from the movie’s wholesale sense that Dylan is
performing his life as much as he is his art. [N/R]

HHHHH

The Dead Don’t Die (Dir. Jim Jarmusch). Starring:
Bill Murray, Adam Driver, Tom Waits. The inimitable
Jim Jarmusch throws an end-of-the-world party in
this unhurried, very funny, and bracingly bleak horror comedy. In the small town of Centerville, USA,
zombies are rising from the grave. It appears to be an
irreversible apocalypse, and there’s an all-star cast on
the flesh-devouring menu. Par for a Jarmusch movie,
the default performative mode is blasé deadpan,
something at which Jim J. regular Bill Murray and
new recruit Adam Driver (playing sheriff and deputy,
respectively) excel. There are also innumerable injokes—hip-hop artist RZA driving up in a “Wu-PS” delivery truck; Tilda Swinton’s alien countenance finally
followed through to an (il)logical endpoint—and
meta touches (in one scene, two characters debate
Jarmusch’s own script). Yet there’s a potent undercurrent of sadness that’s new for Jarmusch, as if he’s
using an apparent genre exercise to grapple with his
and his generation’s legacy and finding it sorely lacking. If there’s any kind of worthwhile future (and that
possibility exists only at the movie’s extreme margins), he won’t live to see it. [R] HHHH
The Souvenir (Dir. Joanna Hogg). Starring: Honor
Swinton Byrne, Tom Burke, Tilda Swinton. Grim to a
fault, British writer-director Joanna Hogg’s semi-auto12
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biographical drama (set in the early 1980s) traces the fraught relationship between
film student Julie (Honor Swinton Byrne) and Anthony (Tom Burke), a sightly
older man hiding his heroin addiction. Each scene plays like a half-remembered
fragment, with the movie itself acting as a kind of cumulative mosaic. It’s impressive at times, especially whenever Hogg willfully withholds information (in one
scene, Julie discover a drugged-out stranger in her apartment and we’re left to intuit the specifics of how he came to be there) that most versions of this story would
put front-and-center. But while the structure is provocative, the film’s monotonous
reliance on misery above all else comes to seem like an affectation. It doesn’t help
that Swinton Byrne is handily out-acted by her own mother Tilda, brilliant as Julie’s
understatedly snobbish parent. [R] HH1/2
The Last Black Man in San Francisco (Dir. Joe Talbot). Starring: Jimmie Fails,
Jonathan Majors, Danny Glover. Winner of two prizes at the 2019 Sundance Film
Festival, this gentrification parable from co-writer and director Joe Talbot bites off
a lot more than it can chew. Talbot’s friend and collaborator Jimmie Fails stars as a
fictionalized version of himself—an African-American San Franciscan obsessed with
the home he grew up in, a place his family lost due to discriminatory urban renewal
policies. Jimmie’s best friend, aspiring playwright Montgomery (Jonathan Majors),
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joins him in a quixotic quest to take ownership of the home, and as Jimmie’s own
moral failings come to light, their friendship is tested. Talbot helms much of the
movie in an irritatingly twee-indie style that comes perilously close to socially-conscious Wes Anderson. (And it doesn’t help that Fails’ screen presence lives up to
his last name.) Whatever is moving in the tale comes via Majors (particularly excellent when he finally confronts Jimmie for his fibs and falsehoods), as well as the
seasoned supporting performers—Tichina Arnold, Rob Morgan and Danny
Glover—who play Jimmie and Montgomery’s family members. They all lend a
pathos and poignance for which the film otherwise strains. [R] HH n
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